






•  •  •

These words mark the beginning of Vipp. 

The year is 1939, and Marie has opened 

her own hairdressing salon. Her husband 

Holger Nielsen, a certified metalsmith, 

runs a modest workshop in the small 

Danish town of Randers. 

“Yes”, said Holger. He makes her a bin with 

a pedal for when Marie has her hands full. 

He gives it two ears to move it around 

easily and a big foot for stability. After 

hours in the workshop, Holger presents 

her the Vipp pedal bin. Marie is thrilled.

 “ Holger,” said Marie.
 “ I need a waste bin for my hair salon. 
Can you make me one?”



Holger Nielsen and his wife Marie



Holger’s original Vipp bin 1939



The Vipp bin was never intended to be 

sold. Originally, it was made as a functional 

tool for Marie’s salon alone. However, like 

Marie, the customers in the salon loved the 

bin. Because of its functional features the 

bin was ideal for their husbands’ dental 

clinics and medical practices. The request 

for the Vipp bin prompted Holger to start 

production on a larger scale. 

NOT FOR SALE
•  •  •



•  •  •

Having been a prerogative for Danish 

clinics for half a century, Jette and her 

two children set out to bring Holger’s 

principles of functionality from the profes-

sional market into private homes. Today, 

the growing product family is available in 

design shops worldwide. 

Jette Egelund, daughter of Holger Nielsen 

Chairman of Vipp

 “I simply could not bear to see my 
father’s life’s work sold and disap-
pear – I knew the bin had potential. 
I grew up with the Vipp bin in my 
childhood home and my dream was 
to bring  it into private homes.”



Holger’s workshop in Randers 1939





THE SOuND OF METAL
•  •  •

The Vipp pedal bins are hand-assembled 

by highly skilled craftsmen, just as they 

were back in 1939. Each bin consists of 

up to 42 components – every single one 

serves a functional purpose. 



STEP ON IT
•  •  •

Detail #01

Sometimes a detail is a minor feature that 

makes a big difference. Holger Nielsen’s 

philosophy was that a product essentially 

is what it does; it is about working back-

wards from the initial purpose of the 

product and solving a function through 

clever details. 

The pedal was added to the Vipp bin to 

ensure hands-free operation and at the 

same time make it an indispensable and 

hygienic object.







WE ARE TOOL BuILDERS
•  •  •

Morten Bo Jensen

Chief designer, Vipp

 ”When we make a new product, we con-
sider it a tool. The feeling of a long-lasting 
tool that inspires and enhances product 
experiences of everyday lives is what we 
aim for – that is our intention when we 
craft a Vipp product.”





All Vipp bins are assembled by hand 



Vipp263 salt and pepper mills



Vipp268 trivet



Vipp274 broom & dustpan



Vipp ceramics      Vipp401 mini table 





Vipp401 mini table
The Vipp mini table consists of 132 unique and specially designed components. It features a stainless steel 

frame which folds easily in and out with the help of gas spring operated legs granting it utmost stability





Morten Bo Jensen

Chief designer, Vipp

NO FRILLS
•  •  •

 ”Form follows function and processing of 
material. The Vipp design DNA derives 
from the classic pedal bin and the values, 
thoughts and concept behind the bin is 
carried out in every tool designed by Vipp. 
All products are stripped of superfluous 
ornamentation regardless of whether we 
make a kitchen, a hook or a collection of 
ceramics.”





Vipp ceramics      Vipp glass



Vipp441 laundry basket 



A key feature of the Vipp laundry bin is its 

perforated lid in brushed stainless steel. 

More than 1900 holes ensure optimal air 

circulation for the laundry and allow it to 

dry naturally if damp.

Detail #02

CIRCuLAR MOTION
•  •  •





Vipp9 soap dispenser      Vipp270 breadbox      Vipp441 laundry basket 
The kinship in the Vipp collection is a result of  more than 75 years of craftsmanship within processing of steel and rubber





Vipp263 salt and pepper mills      Vipp270 breadbox      Vipp280 dishwashing brush



Jette Egelund

Chairman, Vipp

LESS BuT BETTER
•  •  •

Our goal is to develop something 
that is better than what is already 
out there. It’s not about develop-
ing something new or different. The 
world needs less but better products. 
The Vipp dishwashing brush is a 
clear result of this philosophy. The 
durable materials and replaceable 
brush head minimizes waste and 
ensures that the brush can be used 
again and again.”

“



Vipp280 dishwashing brush 
3mm stainless steel core encased in soft silicone rubber with replaceable brush head 



Vipp960 kitchen concept    
The Vipp kitchen is made from stainless steel and consists of three main components: wall module, tall module and a kitchen island



Vipp960 kitchen concept    
The Vipp kitchen is made from stainless steel and consists of three main components: wall module, tall module and a kitchen island





Vipp960 kitchen module    
All countertops are made of 4 mm solid stainless steel with integrated sink and 

water tab. Shelving system and drawers are equipped with rubber plated handles



Vipp922 shelf large



Vipp921 shelf small



Vipp9 soap dispenser      Vipp7 toothbrush holder      Vipp5 soap dish 



Vipp2 shower wiper      Vipp109 towels      Vipp9 soap dispenser



For the towel collection we worked 

intensively with the material blend. 

The fabric is woven from 65% cotton 

and 35% viscose rayon (bamboo) in 

order to optimize softness and ab-

sorption ability. We use organically 

cultivated cotton, making our towels 

a sustainable choice.

T H E  O R g A N I C  C H O I C E
•  •  •

Detail #03



Vipp109 towels

T H E  O R g A N I C  C H O I C E
•  •  •



Vipp982 bathroom module    Vipp912 mirror Vipp12 suction hook    Vipp2 wiper 



Vipp982 bath module      Vipp912 Mirror
The bath modules are made of powder coated stainless steel and have details such as rubber plated 

handles, a table top made of Corian® with integrated sink and water tab in solid stainless steel



Vipp14 bin      Vipp11 toilet brush      Vipp3 toilet roll holder      Vipp8 towel bar      Vipp109 towel      Vipp6 shelf      Vipp9 soap dispenser      Vipp1 hook



Vipp1 hook



Vipp11 toilet brush      Vipp9 soap dispenser      Vipp13 bin      Vipp441 laundry basket



Vipp109 towel     Vipp9 soap dispenser      Vipp17 bin      Vipp16 bin



FLAgSHIP STORE
•  •  •

On December 1st 2011 Vipp Flagship Store 

opened its doors in Ny Østergade 34 in 

Copenhagen. The showroom displays the

entire Vipp collection – from the classic 

pedal bins to kitchen and bathroom mod-

ules. Visit the Vipp Flagship Store and get 

the story about Vipp from Holger Nielsen’s 

daughter Jette Egelund, who often stands 

behind the counter.



Vipp Flagship Store      Ny Østergade 34      1001 Copenhagen      www.vipp.com




